ART. II. - A Hoard of Unpolished Stone Axes from Pike of Stickle, Great Langdale.
By M. J. BOYD, B.Sc., M.Sc., M.PHIL.

T

HE present paper is intended to give a brief account of an unusually interesting
group of stone axe rough-outs collected in 1988 from a point close to the summit of
Pike of Stickle, in Great Langdale. The site at which the axes were discovered is near
to the top of South Scree (Bunch and Fell, 1949), which has its origin in a wide gully
situated immediately to the east of Pike of Stickle itself. Further details of the find spot
are given below.
Although the vicinity of Pike of Stickle is now known to represent but one of a number
of Neolithic `axe factory' sites in the Great Langdale area (Clough, 1973, Fig. I) and
South Scree has yielded abundant debris, including numerous rough-outs, resulting
from stone axe manufacture (Bunch and Fell, 1949), the five specimens described below
are of especial interest for the following two reasons:
(a) Unlike the great majority of axe rough-outs known from the area, they are not
unfinished examples abandoned during the flaking process due to accidental breakage
or to the intractability of the stone employed. On the contrary, they appear to represent
the finished `axe factory' product, requiring only grinding and polishing to become
functional implements.
(b) They were found closely associated, in a manner indicating (beyond any reasonable
doubt) that they represent a hoard which was deposited during the working life of the
`factory' and which remained undisturbed until 1988.
All five specimens, together with the relevant field-notes and sketch, have been deposited
in the Kendal Museum.
Location and Circumstances of Find
On the 9 May 1988, the writer, in the company of Ms B. R. Whitwell, ascended South
Scree from Mickleden, with the intention of examining the cave which opens from the
eastern flank of the summit of Pike of Stickle into the gully from which South Scree
originates. The cave has been well described and illustrated by Fell (195o, Plate II),
although the gully floor in its vicinity has undergone considerable erosion since her
account was published. In the mid-line of the gully, at a point about 20 metres south of
the cave (approximate National Grid Reference NY 274 073), a small and well-made
axe rough-out (henceforth referred to as "Axe f") was noted, lying loose upon a patch
of scree compacted by the feet of walkers. The position of Axe 1, combined with its
unabraded and almost completely unpatinated condition, suggested very recent exposure
to the elements and only minimal translocation from its original site of preservation.
The writer then noticed that about one metre directly upslope from the position of Axe
I (and immediately in front of an enormous block-shaped boulder of weathered tuff)
was a pair of large rock slabs apparently only recently partially-freed of their original
scree covering by the processes of erosion. These slabs abutted closely and in addition
to a small gap whence Axe I had presumably fallen, the butt end of a second rough-out
("Axe 2") could be seen projecting from a crevice under the eastern side of the (tilted)
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western slab of the pair. Axe 2 was gently removed from its niche, revealing a third
rough-out ("Axe 3") lying directly beneath. Removal of Axe 3 revealed two further
rough-outs ("Axe 4" and "Axe 5") situated under, and slightly to the north of it. These
too had been protected largely by the western of the two overlying slabs. All four of the
excavated rough-outs (Axes 2-5) were in direct contact and had, with Axe I, clearly
formed a deliberately deposited cache inserted into the shallow arch originally formed
by the two, now firmly embedded, covering slabs. The compact nature of the group
composed of Axes 2-5, and the excellent state of preservation of the individual specimens,
suggested minimal (if any) movement since deposition and very recent exposure to `view'.
The western of the two protective slabs was removed from position, and the area beneath
it and its partner was carefully excavated to ensure that the entire hoard had been
collected. No traces of any container which might once have housed the hoard were
noted during the excavation; this negative evidence is, however, of limited value as
organic materials such as leather or basketwork are most unlikely to have survived the
conditions which prevail on the scree slope. The slope beneath the hoard site was
searched for any further displaced axes, but none was found. The site and the excavation
were photographed and sketched, and compass bearings and distances recorded by
reference to the cave.
The writer would emphasize that the unauthorized excavation described above was
carried out only as an emergency measure to prevent the casual collection (and dispersal)
of the axes comprising the freshly-exposed hoard, by walkers unaware of the importance
of the site.
Description of the Axes
None of the rough-outs exhibits any significant degree of patination, and all five appear
to have been fashioned from quite typical blocks of the epidotized intermediate tuff
(Petrological Group VI) characteristic of almost all known Great Langdale axes. Each
of the rough-outs has been brought to its present form largely by the removal of broad,
shallow flakes struck from around the periphery of the specimen. The flaking of Axes
2, 3 and 5 is of a particularly high standard. Scars indicative of the removal of large
longitudinal flakes, such as that illustrated by Fell (195o, Fig. 2), are absent; as Miss
Fell herself has suggested, it is almost certain that such flakes were typically removed
only in the earlier stages of axe manufacture, when thinning of the rough-out in
its longitudinal mid-line was of particular importance. The five rough-outs under
consideration, however, would appear to have reached the end of the flaking process and
to be ready for grinding into finished implements. All five are lenticular in transverse
section and, judging from their profiles when examined in lateral view, are to be regarded
as true axes rather than adzes.
Axe I (Figure 1: I,Ia) measures 13omm in overall length and has a maximum width
of 55mm. It has a somewhat convex cutting edge and a broad, but rather thick, butt.
Axe 2 (Figure I: 2,2a) has an overall length of 208mm and a maximum width of
74mm. The cutting edge, which is finely worked, is again convex and the butt, as
preserved, is of the broad thin type. It terminates, however, in a hinge fracture and, if
this is the result of an accident during manufacture, the axe may originally have been
intended to have a thin pointed butt. An interesting feature of Axe 2 is the presence of
two patches of `cortex' or naturally-weathered rock surface remaining on one face. These
would presumably have been removed had the axe been ground into its finished form.
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Axe 3 (Figure I: 3,3a) measures 246mm in total length and has a maximum width of
86mm. From its point of maximum width it tapers not only to its broad thin butt, but
also (although to a lesser degree) to its almost transverse cutting edge. In this, it somewhat
resembles the partially-ground axe from Ehenside Tarn figured by Darbishire (1874,
Plate VIII, Fig. 2). The sinuous profile of the `ventral' surface of Axe 3 (Figure I: 3a)
is also of interest, for this is a feature quite commonly seen in ground and polished Great
Langdale axes of typical `Cumbrian' form.
Axe 4 (Figure 2: 4,4a) measures 223mm in length and has a maximum width of 84mm.
Its cutting edge is convex and its butt is of the thin pointed type. Interestingly, the butt
portion of this axe is traversed diagonally by a thin vein of (apparently) quartz, which
extends through the full thickness of the specimen. Since this inclusion is restricted to
the butt of the axe, its presumed weakening effect on the implement, had it been ground
and put to use, would have been minimal.
Axe 5 (Figure 2: 5,5a) has an overall length of 252mm and a maximum width of
87mm. It resembles Axe 3 in tapering from its point of maximum width not only to a
broad thin butt, but also to a relatively narrow, almost transversely disposed, cutting
edge. Its symmetry of form is marred at one point by a deep plunging flake, but this is
not so deep as seriously to weaken the implement and is, anyway, close to its butt end.
Discussion
The term `hoard' (as employed by archaeologists to denote a collection of artefacts
deliberately deposited in the ground) is most often used with respect to assemblages of
metalwork. In such instances, the nature and condition of the metal objects frequently
allow the hoard to be classified — for example as a `founder's hoard' or a `merchant's
hoard'. Hoards of stone tools, however, are of relatively rare occurrence and the motives
underlying their deposition are often much more difficult to determine. Although the
available data relating to the axe hoard described in the present paper are not such as to
allow any definite conclusions to be drawn, the writer would suggest that it probably
represents either a votive deposit or a cache (lost or forgotten) of finished rough-outs
originally intended for `export' to one of the axe-grinding sites on the Cumbrian coast
or in Furness. Whichever of these alternative explanations is correct (and the writer is
inclined to favour the latter), it is most interesting to note the wide range of size and
form exhibited by the five axes, which must surely be contemporary with one another
and may even represent the work of a single craftsman.
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